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Abstract
Purpose Sediment connectivity at the landscape scale has
gained interest in the last few decades. Distributed approaches, such as topographic indices, are widely used to
evaluate this connectivity. However, most of the research efforts are concentrated in mountainous areas while little work
has been done in lowland areas where evidence of high connectivity has been reported. The objectives of this study are as
follows: (i) to integrate landscape infiltration/runoff properties
in the assessment of connectivity to account for lowland processes and (ii) to apply this approach to a large territory with
both mountainous and lowland areas.
Materials and methods The topographic index of connectivity (IC) of Borselli et al. (2008) was computed for the Loire–
Brittany River Basin (>105 km2). A distributed parameter
(IDPR) that reflects landscape infiltration and saturation properties due to underlying geological formation characteristics is
introduced. We integrated this parameter in a revised index
(ICrevised) as an indicator of landscape hydrologic connectivity. Results at the pixel scale are aggregated at the watershed
scale.
Results and discussion Two maps of connectivity are produced, considering the initial IC and the revised form
(ICrevised). As expected, the IC gives the highest connectivity
in the steepest areas and does not reflect the existing
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connectivity in lowland areas. On the contrary, the ICrevised
computed in this study profoundly modifies the sediment connectivity values. These changes are evenly distributed over the
entire territory and affected 51.5 % of the watersheds. As a
result, we obtained a better correlation between calculated
connectivity and the observed drainage density (which reflects
the actual connections between hillslopes and rivers) in areas
where slopes are gentle (<7 %).
Conclusions Topographic indices do not reflect the real sediment connectivity in lowland areas, but their adaptation by
considering runoff processes of such areas is possible. The
ICrevised presents an interesting perspective to define other
highly connected areas at the country scale, as 17 % of the
French territory is characterized by very gentle slopes with
high runoff capacity.
Keywords Connectivity . IDPR . Loire river . Lowland areas

1 Introduction
Sediment and flow connectivity, i.e., Bthe internal linkages between runoff and sediment generation in upper
parts of catchments and the receiving waters^ (Croke
et al. 2005), are a key attribute in the study of sediment
redistribution within the landscape. Because on-site and
off-site effects of such redistribution are detrimental to
environmental systems and populations, the comprehension and assessment of the spatial variability of soil erosion and sediment delivery processes are a long-standing
effort and are still today a central topic of researches
(Haregeweyn et al. 2013; Bisantino et al. 2015). The recent emergence of the connectivity framework and associated tools has provided a new framework for the study
of landscapes and soil redistribution processes (Bracken
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et al. 2013, 2015) and for the implementation of effective
sediment trapping measures (Mekonnen et al. 2014). As a
consequence, considerable progress in quantifying connectivity at various spatial scales has been achieved, and
different methodologies have been developed. For example, at the plot to hillslope scale, functions (Western et al.
2001) and indicators (Darboux et al. 2001; Antoine et al.
2009) have been developed to assess connectivity. At the
hillslope to the catchment scale, the sediment connectivity
can be inferred using conceptual frameworks: for example, the sediment delivery ratio (SDR, Walling 1983) is
the ratio between gross and net erosion and has been used
to provide a first evaluation of the catchment connectivity
(Brierley et al. 2006; Baartman et al. 2013). Sediment
budgets (Bracken and Croke 2007; Walling and Collins
2008) and indicators, e.g., the drainage density (Delmas
et al. 2009) and the wetness index (Ali et al. 2013), can
also be used to provide finer insight into the catchment
connectivity. However, to evaluate the sediment contribution from the different areas of the catchment, more distributed approaches are needed, e.g., the graph theory
(Heckmann and Schwanghart 2013) and topographic indices (e.g., Lane et al. 2009). The latter have been widely
used (e.g., Reid et al. 2007; Lane et al. 2009) as they
require very few data, allowing for the evaluation of connectivity where field campaigns are not easy to carry out,
such as in remote areas or for large territories.
Recently, Borselli et al. (2008) have developed a GISbased index relying on topography derived from a Digital
Terrain Model (DTM) and on land use. The index provides information on the potential connections between
source areas and local sinks. Generally, this index has
met with great success in the scientific community for
its easy handling, the very few data needed for implementation, and its complementarity with field observations.
The index has been successfully applied to medium-size
catchments (≤102 km2) in Italy by the same authors and
has been used by other authors for similar-size catchments
and for different purposes, such as the following: to assess
the influence of land use change on connectivity in Spain
(López-Vicente et al. 2013; Foerster et al. 2014), to track
contaminated sediment dispersion in Japan (Chartin et al.
2013), and to identify hot spots of primary sediment
sources to permanent sinks in an Australian semi-arid area
(Vigiak et al. 2012) and in the Mediterranean basin (e.g.,
Sougnez et al. 2011).
Nevertheless, Borselli et al. (2008) stressed that soil
surface characteristics that influence runoff processes
within a watershed or a hillslope should be also considered. For this purpose, adjustments have been proposed
by Cavalli et al. (2013) in order to account for the following: (i) soil surface characteristics, by introducing a
roughness index as a weighing factor, and (ii) for

mountainous transfer properties such as debris flows and
channelized sediment transfers. Such modifications allow
for the consideration of different types of sediment transport processes that may be hydrologically controlled or
not (Bracken et al. 2015). This new version of the index
has been applied in Italy (by the same authors), in Turkey
(D’haen et al. 2013), and in Switzerland (Meßenzehl et al.
2014).
By definition, topographic indices are based on the
concept that the routing of the sediment is driven by the
slope steepness and direction. In Borselli’s index of connectivity (IC), the probability that sediment arriving at
point A will reach point B via overland flow processes
is based on upstream and downstream characteristics of
point A. The index combines both perspectives in a fraction in which the slope parameter plays a role in each of
the upstream and downstream characteristics. In contrasting catchments, the application of such an index will reveal high connectivity in the hilly areas, whereas in the
valleys, the connectivity will be low. However, in flat
areas (e.g., large floodplains, lowland catchments), the
use of an index exclusively based on topography may
not reveal hot spots of connectivity because factors other
than topography control the (dis)connectivity between the
different points (Fryirs et al. 2007; Ali et al. 2013).
Yet, most of the studies dealing with connectivity have
been achieved in catchments where sediment is transported
rapidly during a rainfall event, where the runoff is
Hortonian-type (Horton 1945) and where human intervention
on the landscape is negligible (e.g., mountainous areas, semiarid areas). This concentration of research efforts on connectivity in these particular areas has already been highlighted by
Bracken et al. (2013), and the main reason for this interest in
these catchments is their high sediment yield. In contrast, in
lowland areas where sediment yields are often lower (Gay
et al. 2014), and where intensive agriculture is predominant
and runoff can be generated by soil saturation, little work has
been done to incorporate these characteristics in the sediment
connectivity assessment. Still, the clogging of numerous
French lowland rivers and lakes (e.g., Landemaine et al.
2015; Foucher et al. 2015) points out that connectivity between sediment sources and rivers is a key component in soil
redistribution.
In this context, the objective of the present paper is to
provide an evaluation of sediment connectivity for a lowland
territory. The assessment of the hillslope sediment connectivity is achieved through the use of a sediment connectivity
index, based on the one proposed by Borselli et al. (2008),
with process and scale constraints: (i) landscape infiltration
and saturation properties of lowland areas are integrated in
the index and (ii) the assessment is performed over a large
river basin (∼105 km2) containing both mountainous and lowland areas.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Study area
The French metropolitan territory is divided into six river
basin districts, and for each district, a river basin agency is
in charge of the water resources. The Loire–Brittany River
Basin (LBRB hereafter) is one of the districts and represents
28 % of the territory (∼155,000 km2). From a hydrological
and administrative viewpoint, the basin is divided into 2122
small watersheds. Their areas vary from 0.3 km2 for a lake and
its close surroundings to 1492.9 km2 for the Conie River and
its tributaries (Beauce region). This division is generally used
for decision making. Therefore, the results are presented at
this spatial scale (Degan et al. 2015).
Figure 1 displays the slopes and land use characteristics
and geological regions of the study area. From a geological
viewpoint, the center of the LBRB lies on the sedimentary
formations of the Parisian basin and the Aquitaine basin. This
area is primarily dominated by croplands, dedicated to intensive farming, on gentle slopes (maximum=66.2 %, mean=
3.1 %). The eastern and western parts of the study area lie
on old granitic formations. To the east, the Massif Central
includes a mountainous area with steep slopes (maximum=
134.7 %, mean=10.5 %) dominated by pastures and forests,
the highest point of the study site (1849 m), and a gentler area
with croplands, the Limagne basin. In contrast, the Armorican
basin in the western part of the LBRB is a rolling landscape
(maximum altitude=385 m) and displays gentler slopes (maximum=86.9 %, mean=4.5 %) and is dominated by croplands
and pastures.
2.2 Index of hillslope sediment connectivity
2.2.1 Database and pretreatments
In order to compute the index of connectivity of Borselli et al.
(2008), we used three types of data:
(a). The surface water network is provided by the
BDCarthage 2013® (available at http://services.sandre.
eaufrance.fr/telechargement/geo/BDCarthage/FXX/).
This database is a GIS vector layer which provides
information on all surface waters within the French
territory. It covers both the entire river network and
lakes/ponds, and these data were transformed into
raster (cells of 50*50 m).
(b). The topographic data, i.e., the slope, the contributing
area, and the length to the river network, were calculated
using the digital elevation model (DEM) at a 50-m resolution from the BD Alti® IGN. This DEM was derived
from the digitization of contour lines taken from maps at
1:25,000 and 1:50,000 and aerial photographs at 1:20,

000, 1:30,000, and 1:60,000. In order to ensure the continuity of flow through the landscape, the depressions
were filled using the Spatial Analyst algorithm. Moreover, as in some flat areas, the real and theoretical drainage networks do not strictly coincide, we forced the flow
direction of the DEM using the raster of the real drainage network and then calculated the values of the contributing area and the length to the river network from
this forced DEM.
(c). The land use type was determined using the map from
Degan et al. (2015) who combined information from the
Référentiel Parcellaire Graphique 2010 (RPG2010
available at https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/
registre-parcellairegraphique-2010-contours-des-ilotsculturaux-et-leur-groupe-de-culturesmajorita/) and
Corine Land Cover 2006. The RPG2010 is a GIS
vector layer computed from farmer declarations on the
location of their farms and the type of crops. The
precision is of 1:5000. The layer was rasterized (cells
of 50*50 m) and superimposed with the Corine Land
Cover raster in order to complete missing data (e.g.,
urban areas and forests).

2.2.2 Computation of the index of connectivity
Our approach of hillslope connectivity mapping is based on
the IC developed by Borselli et al. (2008). The IC is pixelbased and represents the probability that sediment within an
area will reach a defined target (sinks). The target is defined by
the users and can either be the outlet of a catchment or a water
system. In this paper, we only consider the sediment connectivity from hillslopes to river channels/lakes. A mask is thus
applied on rivers and lakes. The index was computed on
ArcGIS10 using the Spatial Analyst extension. The index
takes the form:


Dup
IC ¼ log10
ð1Þ
Ddn
with Dup the upslope component and Ddn the downslope component. The IC is a dimensionless measure within the [−∞; +
∞] range.
The upslope component represents the potential for downward routing of the sediment produced in the upslope contributing area of each cell and was calculated as follows:
pﬃﬃﬃ
Dup ¼ W ⋅S⋅ A

ð2Þ

where W is the average weighing factor of the upslope contributing area (dimensionless), S is the average slope gradient
of the upslope contributing area (m/m), and A is the upslope
contributing area (m 2). The downslope component Ddn
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Fig. 1 Characteristics of the Loire–Brittany River Basin, France. a Mean
slope values per watershed and location of the study area. Roman
numerals indicate the four geological regions: I, Armorican basin; II,

Aquitaine basin; III, Parisian basin; and IV, Massif Central. b Land use
statistics from the combination of the CLC2006 and the RPG 2010
(Degan et al. 2015, see text for details)
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represents the weighted flow path length of the transported
sediment to the nearest sink targeted by the users (water systems in our case) and is calculated as follows:
Ddn ¼

X
i

di
W i ⋅S i

ð3Þ

where di is the length of the ith cell along the downslope path
(in m), Wi is the weight of the ith cell (dimensionless), and Si is
the slope gradient of the ith cell.
The weighing factor W is introduced in the index by
Borselli et al. (2008) to account for the local conditions of
the landscape. The authors set its value according to the Cfactor of USLE/RUSLE models (Wischmeier and Smith
1978; Renard et al. 1997) that is the crop/vegetation and management factor used to determine the relative effectiveness of
crop management systems in terms of soil loss. We used the
same values as the ones proposed by those authors for the
different land use types.

(homogeneous environment) and the real river network
that has developed under heterogeneous geological conditions. This distributed index characterizes each landscape
unit (raster cell in this study) in terms of its distance to
the theoretical river network and to the real river network
along the flow path. The distance to the theoretical river
network is calculated using the raw DEM, and the network of thalwegs is extracted automatically thanks to an
algorithm (Mardhel and Gravier 2006). The distance to the
real river network is calculated using the river network
from the BDCarthage and the DEM. In order to ensure
the continuity of the flow through the landscape, the depressions of the DEM are filled. The IDPR is calculated
according to the following:
The least cumulative cost distance f or each cell to
the nearest theoretical water course over the slope surface
IDPR ¼
The least cumulative cost distance f or each cell to
the nearest real water course over the slope surface

ð4Þ
2.3 Adaptation of the index of connectivity for lowland
area
At the watershed scale, the hydrologic connectivity can be
inferred from the drainage density (Delmas et al. 2009). This
parameter is calculated as the ratio between the length of the
hydrographic network to the watershed area and is expressed
in km.km–2. In this study, we introduce a pixel-based parameter (IDPR) related to the drainage density and which accounts
for hydrological connectivity. This parameter characterizes
the landscape in terms of soil infiltration/runoff. In this section, we describe the computation of the IDPR, the rescaling
of the values, and the integration of the parameter in the original IC as a weighing factor.
2.3.1 Hillslope hydrologic connectivity parameter
The index of development and persistence of the drainage
network (IDPR, Indice de Développement et Persistance des
Réseaux) was developed by Mardhel et al. (2004) and has
been recently modified. This index supports the assumption
that the organization of the drainage network is dependent on
the underlying geological formations. In a homogeneous environment, only the slope and relief forms guide the development of the hydrographic network while in natural landscapes,
the geological formations play an important role in the development of this hydrographic network. Indeed, lands overlying
permeable material display a sparse hydrographic network
(and thus a low drainage density) as water infiltrates, while
in lands overlying impermeable rocks, the hydrographic network is important, and the drainage density is high.
The IDPR allows the comparison of the theoretical river
network established due to morphological parameters only

The IDPR values range from 0 to +∞. Values <1000 suggest that waters running off the slopes reach a theoretical network before they reach the real hydrographic network. This
result thus indicates that the underlying rock formations are
permeable and that infiltration is the dominant process. On the
contrary, values >1000 indicate a denser real river network
than the theoretical one. This implies that runoff is the dominant process. A value of 1000 represents a strict balance between infiltration and runoff as there exists a compliance between the availability of the real and theoretical hydrographic
networks. In order to simplify this index, the values are arbitrarily limited to 2000. Lands with IDPR values >2000 are
assimilated to wetlands.
In mountainous areas, the drainage density and the IDPR
values are very high. In these regions, runoff is important and
is mostly governed by the steep slopes. Therefore, the IDPR
parameter is redundant with the slope information already
contained in the IC. Thus, we chose not to take this parameter
into account in these areas. For pixels with a steeper slope than
7 % (Delmas 2011), the IDPR was not taken into account into
the calculation of IC.
The use of the IDPR as an indicator of hydrologic connectivity presents several advantages. First, it is a distributed parameter that can be integrated directly into the IC as its resolution corresponds to the same cell size as the two other input
data (DEM and land use map). Second, it allows for the substitution of numerous data on geological and soil/subsoil properties while taking these parameters into account in the evaluation of connectivity. Third, it is not only topography-based
and can reflect flat areas prone to rapid soil saturation. Finally,
the IDPR has proven to be a good indicator of hydrologic
connectivity at the catchment scale in the LBRB and in France
(Dupas et al. 2015).
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Finally, we included the resampled values of the IDPR in a
ICrevised as follows:

2.3.2 Reclassification values of the IDPR
In the same way as the W factor displays values between 0 and
1, the hydrologic connectivity factor, the IDPR, should display the same range of values. Therefore, the initial IDPR
values are rescaled to the range [0, 1] with values of 1
representing full connectivity due to high runoff, and 0 as
low connectivity due to high infiltration properties. In order
to avoid zeros and infinite values in Eq. (6), we set a threshold
of 0.1 to null IDPR values. The frequency of occurrence of the
IDPR values takes a trimodal distribution form with peaks at
the extreme values of 0 and 2000 and a third peak centered on
the 1000 value. Two types of rescaling are investigated.
First, we rescaled the IDPR values according to the 1:1 line
into IDPRlinear (Eq. (5), Fig. 2). Second, in order to stretch the
extreme values of the IDPR and thus highlight areas characterized by high infiltration or saturation properties, we
rescaled the values according to a sigmoid curve into
IDPRsigmoid (Eq. (5), Fig. 2).
8
>
<

IDPR
2000
1
¼
1 þ e−aðIDPR−cÞ

IDPRlinear ¼

>
: IDPRsigmoid

ð5Þ

where a is a lumped parameter, which we arbitrarily set to
0.035. Assuming that the 1000 value of the IDPR (corresponding to infiltration/runoff of same importance) represents
the mean connectivity, we assigned a hydrologic connectivity
value of 0.5 in both cases.

Fig. 2 Hydrologic connectivity values from the reclassification of the
index of development and persistence of the drainage network (IDPR)
according to a sigmoid function and to the 1:1 line

0

IC revised

1
pﬃﬃﬃ
B W ⋅IDPR⋅S⋅ A C
C
¼ log10 B
@X 
A
di
i W ⋅S ⋅IDPR
i i
i

ð6Þ

where IDPR is the average weighing factor of the upslope
contributing area and IDPRi is the weight of the ith cell.

3 Results and discussion
Generally, the IC and ICrevised are dimensional estimations
of the basin connectivity. The values obtained via the
computation of both indices are provided for information
purposes only. Both indices were applied to the entire
LBRB, considering the permanent channel network and
lakes as targets for sediment. The results are presented
both at the pixel scale and at the watershed scale.
3.1 Modeling results from Borselli’s index
The pixel values of connectivity range from −12.61 to 1.31
(mean=−6.04, SD=1.92), and the mean connectivity values
per watershed range from 10.02 to −3.87. Figure 3a displays
the map of mean connectivity values for each watershed, for
which the values are ranked in four classes according to quartile boundaries, and a zoom on a certain region at the pixel
scale is proposed. At both scales, important regional differences exist. Indeed, the highest mean connectivity values are
observed in the eastern and western parts of the territory and
the lowest values in the center. The limits between these three
areas correspond to those of the geological formations
(Fig. 1a) and of the slopes. Figure 3b presents the relationship
between the mean connectivity values and the mean slope
values. A weak but significant correlation (p<0.0001) is found
between both variables. This relation takes a logarithmic form.
As expected, the steeper the slopes are, the higher the connectivity is. In contrast, no correlation is found between the mean
connectivity values of the watersheds and their drainage density (Fig. 3c).
As expected at the pixel scale, for the entire LBRB, the
highest values of connectivity are found close to the river
network while the lowest values are found in more distant
regions. Finer variations in connectivity patterns can also be
observed. Indeed, the area north of the Loire River (corresponding to the Beauce region) appears more connected than
the area south of the river (corresponding to the Sologne
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Fig. 3 Sediment connectivity from hillslope to water system according to
the index of connectivity (IC) (Borselli et al. 2008). a Map of the mean
connectivity for each watershed, the values are ranked according to
quartile classes, and zoom at the pixel size on the Beauce and Sologne

regions (see text); b Relationship between the mean connectivity and the
mean slope per watershed; and c Relationship between the mean
connectivity and the drainage density per watershed
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region). These two regions display similar mean slope values
(<2 %), and the driving factor for connectivity differences
between both areas is the land use type (W factor), as the
Beauce region is primarily agricultural while the Sologne region is dominated by forests.
From these results, two conclusions may be drawn. First, to
our knowledge, this is the first time that the IC is computed for
such a large territory. Indeed, in other studies, the order of
magnitude of catchment size does not exceed 103 km2, and
the DEM resolution is fine (from 2.5- to 20-m grid). In our
case, the computation is done with a lower resolution DEM
(50-m grid) over more than 105 km2. Despite those two constraints, the IC is applicable and allows for the discrimination
of areas that are supposed to be more connected than others.
Second, as expected, steeper areas appear more connected
than those of lowland areas. However, some regions, such as
the Sologne, are primarily composed of wetlands with an important network of ditches. In these places, hillslopes are
therefore highly connected to the main channel system. However, their connectivity values from the IC are among the
lowest ones of the LBRB. Similarly, pond and river clogging
are evidence of the high connectivity in upstream areas and
deposition in downstream parts. Several problems of such
clogging have been reported by the River Basin Agency
(Bourrain, personal communication 2014) in areas where the
connectivity is given by the IC as low. Of course, these results
do not call into question the efficiency of the IC, which can be
used directly as a first approach for connectivity assessment,
but clearly highlights the lack of consideration of lowland
processes in sediment transfers.

Figure 4 presents the frequency of connectivity values
using a step of 0.5. While the IC curve displays a single and
high peak around the −6.0 value, the ICrevised curves display
two peaks. For the ICrevised with IDPRsigmoid, the first peak is
high and around −6.0, while the second is smoother and
around −23.0. Similarly, for the ICrevised with IDPRlinear
values according to the 1:1 line, the first peak is around
−6.5, and the second peak is around −10.5. In all three cases,
the peak around 6.0 and −6.5 corresponds to cells close to the
channel network (within a distance of ∼500 m around the
river), while in the case of a second peak, it corresponds to
areas further away from rivers or to small subcatchments directly (dis)connected to the river system. Therefore, the introduction of the IDPRsigmoid strongly modifies the distribution
of the connectivity values. Moreover, when looking at the
zoom in Fig. 5, we note that the trend in connectivity has
reversed: the cells in the Beauce region with high infiltration
properties, due to underlying karstified limestones, are less
connected than the ones in the southern region, the Sologne,
where the drainage density is high as soils are easily saturated
due to an impermeable layer of clay. Therefore, for the same
slope values, while the dominant factor for connectivity in the
IC is the land cover in this area, the IDPRsigmoid takes over this
factor in the ICrevised.
Table 1 presents some connectivity values (minimum,
maximum, mean, and standard deviation) mapped with the
IC, the ICrevised, and from the difference between both, for
different land use types (arable land, pastures, and forests)

3.2 Connectivity from the revised index and comparison
with initial index
A distributed parameter, the IDPR, accounting for landscape
infiltration and saturation properties is introduced as one of the
weighing factors in the IC (see Sect. 2.3). Two rescaling approaches of this parameter are proposed taking a linear
(IDPRlinear) and a sigmoid (IDPRsigmoid) form. We first present the results obtained at the pixel and watershed scale in the
ICrevised when introducing the IDPRsigmoid. We then discuss
these results and differences obtained with ICrevised when introducing the IDPRlinear.
3.2.1 Connectivity at the pixel scale
At the pixel scale, the connectivity values from the ICrevised
range from −42.89 to 1.31, with a mean value of −13.58 (SD=
10.07) representing a decrease by −7.54 of the mean value. As
expected, for most cells, the connectivity has decreased due to
the introduction of the IDPR values in the range of [0, 1]. For a
few cells (0.21 %), the connectivity has increased.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the frequency of connectivity values at the pixel
scale from the initial index of connectivity (IC) and the ICrevised using a
sigmoidal rescaling of the index of development and persistence of the
drainage network (IDPR) values or a linear rescaling (1:1 line)
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Fig. 5 Map of mean connectivity for each watershed (classification of mean values in quartiles)
Table 1 Connectivity values (minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation) per land use type and slope classes according to the initial index of
connectivity (IC) and the ICrevised and the differences between both
Slope classes
<2 %
IC
Arable lands (%)
Min
Max
Mean
SD
Pastures (%)
Min
Max
Mean
SD
Forests (%)
Min
Max
Mean
SD

15.66
−10.85
−0.88
−6.77
1.21
10.74
−10.55
−0.93
−5.00
1.32
4.61
−12.61
−3.23
−10.08
1.26

2 to 5 %
ICrevised Difference IC

−41.04
−1.58
−19.31
11.55

−30.70
3.55
−12.54
10.96

−40.48
−1.20
−14.05
9.85

−31.09
4.12
−8.05
9.41

−42.89
−3.36
−19.38
10.13

−30.99
3.50
−9.29
9.79

11.60
−10.28
−0.91
−5.84
1.17
12.36
−10.18
0.04
−5.25
1.26
3.05
−12.00
−2.94
−9.10
1.30

5 to 7 %
ICrevised Difference IC

−39.77
−1.00
−15.03
10.25

−30.40
4.22
−9.19
9.63

−39.54
−0.04
−12.03
8.94

−30.40
4.09
−6.78
8.43

−42.22
−3.13
−17.52
9.60

−30.40
2.66
−8.42
9.14

3.40
−9.575
−0.89
−5.23
1.17
5.36
−9.60
−0.05
−4.77
1.27
1.20
−11.48
−2.66
−8.41
1.33

>7 %
ICrevised Difference IC

−39.77
−1.01
−12.12
8.97

−30.40
4.51
−6.89
8.39

−39.19
−0.56
−10.50
8.24

−30.40
3.95
−5.73
7.71

−41.20
−2.76
−15.32
8.90

−30.40
2.91
−6.91
8.41

4.06
−9.32
−0.02
−4.75
1.28
11.52
−9.57
0.23
−4.29
1.40
5.95
−11.16
−1.88
−7.31
1.43

ICrevised Difference

−25.05
−0.02
−8.86
6.88

−19.33
3.66
−4.20
6.17

−24.90
0.18
−7.65
6.45

−17.62
4.95
−3.36
5.72

−27.68
−1.90
−10.18
6.05

−19.50
3.11
−2.86
5.41
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and slope classes. The three land use types together correspond to 90 % of the area of the entire territory. The most
representative combination is the arable lands on slopes
<2 % which corresponds to 15.66 % of the LBRB followed
by pastures on slope from 2 to 5 % (12.36 % of the territory).
When looking at IC and ICrevised values, we note that independently from the land use type, the connectivity increases as
the slope increases in both cases. This result highlights the
importance of the slope factor in the calculation of the indices.
However, if the SD values for the IC remain stable independently from the land use type and the slope steepness (between
1.17 and 1.43), the range of SD values for ICrevised is wider
(between 6.05 and 11.55). In general, the variations decrease
as the slope increases. This is primarily due to the fact that the
IDPR is not taken into account in cells with slopes >7 %.
These results confirm that in flat areas, for similar slopes and
land use types, the introduction of the IDPRsigmoid leads to
strong differences in connectivity values according to soil
properties.
More specifically, great differences between the connectivity from both indices exist as the values obtained with the
ICrevised may be up to three times smaller than the ones obtained with the initial IC. This highest variability between both
values is observed for arable lands on very gentle slope (<2 %)
with a mean difference of −12.54 (SD=10.96). The lowest
variability is observed for forests on steep slopes (>7 %)
where connectivity values from ICrevised are 0.4 times smaller
than the ones obtained with the IC. The lowest connectivity
values are observed for forests on slopes <2 % with a minimum of −12.61 with the IC and −42.89 with the ICrevised. The
highest mean connectivity value (−1.31) per land use type
obtained with both indices corresponds to inland marshes
(not shown in Table 1).
In general, the introduction of the IDPR has induced more
variation and differences in connectivity values in flat areas
than in steep ones, and especially in agricultural lands (arable
lands and pastures) than in forested areas. However, other
processes than soil saturation may induce variations in sediment and flow connectivity but are not reflected by the IDPR
or within the IC. First, soil crusting can induce high runoff and
can thus increase the connectivity of the soil surface (Le
Bissonnais et al. 2005a; Kirkby 2014). Second, land management practices such as the implementation of drainage tile
networks in agricultural lands in the 1970s has provided arable
land with subsurface pathways for water and sediment. Several studies indicate that the contribution of drain tiles to the
sediment budget can be up to 15 % for a German catchment
(Kiesel et al. 2009) and 55 % for a British catchment (Russell
et al. 2001). However, the contribution of such features to
sediment connectivity remains unclear, and their inclusion in
models is a difficult task that needs attention (Kiesel et al.
2010). In the low connectivity belt at the center of the LBRB,
arable lands are the dominant land use type (up to 90 % of the

surface area), and the percentage of those lands implemented
with drained tiles can reach 85.5 % (statistics from the French
Ministry for Agriculture, available online at http://agreste.
agriculture.gouv.fr/enquetes/recensements-agricoles/
recensement-agricole-2010/resultats-donnees-chiffrees/). This
area is also prone to soil crusting (Le Bissonnais et al. 2005b).
Therefore, the connectivity in this area might be much
more important than exposed by the IC re v is e d , and
research is needed to take account of the described
processes in the assessment of connectivity. Furthermore,
land use type (Novara et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2014), land
management practices such as crop rotation (Gabriels et al.
2003; Foerster et al. 2014) and tillage (Van Oost et al.
2000), and wildfires (Cerdà and Doerr 2010) may participate in the variation of connectivity throughout the year by
influencing soil conservation and moisture conditions. At
present, no fine distinction is made between the different
land use types within the arable land or forest classes. Further researches should therefore concentrate on integrating
these agricultural practices and seasonal variations of land
cover to provide a better insight into sediment connectivity
during the year.
3.2.2 Connectivity at the watershed scale
Figure 5 presents the map of mean connectivity per watershed
obtained with the ICrevised. As before (Sect. 3.1), values are
ranked in four classes according to quartile boundaries, and a
zoom on the same region at the pixel scale is provided. Mean
connectivity values per watershed range from 34.87 to −4.44
(mean=−12.30, SD=4.32). The decrease in mean connectivity values per watershed has changed the boundaries of the
quartile classes. From the new map of mean connectivity, we
notice that the four classes are homogeneously distributed
over the entire territory. Still, the three areas previously described (eastern, center, and western parts) remain identifiable
with clear lithological limits and may be explained by the
strong relationship between the IDPR values and the underlying lithology.
From Fig. 6a, it is clear that a correlation exists (R2 =0.52)
between the mean connectivity values from the ICrevised and
the drainage density. This result was expected as the drainage
density strongly depends on the lithology and reflects soil
infiltration (Vogt et al. 2007) and connectivity (Delmas et al.
2009). Moreover, there are strong correlations (R2 =0.69, not
shown on the graph) between mean IDPR values and the mean
connectivity values and between the mean IDPR values and
the drainage density (R2 =0.53, Fig. 6b). This result confirms
the interesting potential of the IDPR to reflect connectivity in
lowland areas.
Figure 7 presents the map of the class differences between
the initial IC and the ICrevised for each watershed. The mean
connectivity class remains unchanged for 48.5 % of the
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Fig. 6 Relationships per
watershed between the drainage
density and a the mean
connectivity values, and b the
mean index of development and
persistence of the drainage
network (IDPR) values

watersheds. For 61.3 % of them, the connectivity values were
already in the highest or the lowest class with the IC. In these
areas, the IDPR confirmed the low connectivity of the landscape, e.g., in karstified limestones of the Beauce region, or
the high connectivity of the landscape, e.g., on the volcanic
formations at the east of the upstream part of the Allier River.

In contrast, the introduction of the IDPR in the ICrevised
changed the mean connectivity classes for 51.5 % of the watersheds. Even though the positive (increase in connectivity
for 24.1 % of the watersheds) and negative (decrease in connectivity for 27.4 % of the watersheds) changes in class difference are evenly distributed in the Loire–Brittany River

Fig. 7 Map of the class differences between the initial index of connectivity (IC) and the ICrevised with index of development and persistence of the
drainage network (IDPRsigmoid)
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Basin, some patterns can be distinguished which are closely
related to the underlying geological formation characteristics.
Indeed, in Vendée, at the south of the Loire outlet, the IDPR is
very high and expresses the existence of a shallow aquifers
and the low infiltration capacity of soils. Moreover, in the
Sologne region, and in the Limagne basin at the center of
the Massif Central, the high IDPR values are related to the
presence of impermeable geological formations, respectively,
clays of the Cenomanian period and sedimentary formations
on a granitic basement with low permeability. In these areas,
the connectivity has been increased by two to three classes. On
the other hand, the decrease of connectivity corresponds to
low values of the IDPR which are related to high infiltration
due to a high permeability in the fractured bedrock in the north
of the Armorican basin or to intense karstification of the sedimentary formations, e.g., in the upstream part of the Loir
River basin, at the south east of the Parisan basin. There is,
therefore, a great benefit to incorporate factors like the IDPR
that can account for the nature of the lithology, as all of these
changes of connectivity are induced by the landscape’s ability
to infiltrate (or not) potential overland flow, and as such, they
cannot be detected by an index solely dependent on
topography.
The relationship between the mean connectivity values
from the initial IC and ICrevised is presented in Fig. 8. The
correlation between the mean values from the initial IC and
ICrevised is weak (R2 =0.33). The dispersion of the dots takes a
conic form with mean connectivity values relatively similar
between both variables when the connectivity is high and a

widening of the scatter when the connectivity decreases. Indeed, the mean value from ICrevised with IDPRsigmoid can be
five times less than the mean value obtained from IC. In contrast, when the IDPRlinear values are considered in the calculation of the connectivity, a correlation exists between mean
connectivity values from the IC and the ones from the ICrevised
(R2 =0.79). The fact that such a correlation exists clearly indicates that the introduction of the IDPRlinear values or raw
IDPR values in the index would just correspond to the addition of an adjustment factor and will not represent the described properties of lowland areas. The rescaling of the IDPR
values according to a sigmoid curve gives more weight to
areas where the infiltration or the saturation is medium to high.
Finally, as discussed at the end of Sect. 3.2, the IDPR reflects one of the processes characteristic of lowland areas, the
soil saturation due to certain underlying lithology. However,
in a human-made landscape, such as intensive cultivated
areas, anthropic factors play a role in connectivity, and their
integration is necessary. Still, the assessment of sediment connectivity over the LBRB has helped us to identify hot spots for
sediment transfers. The proposed revised index of connectivity at the pixel scale and aggregation of results at the watershed scale shows interesting potential to (i) define priority
zones for financial support from stakeholders to implement
land and water conservation practices and (ii) determine the
appropriate location for sediment trapping measures (Gumiere
et al. 2011; Mekonnen et al. 2014).

4 Conclusions, applications, and perspectives

Fig. 8 Relationship between mean connectivity values per watershed
from the revised index of connectivity (IC revised ) with index of
development and persistence of the drainage network (IDPRsigmoid) and
the initial IC

In this paper, we present the application of the sediment index
of connectivity (IC) of Borselli et al. (2008) to a large territory,
the Loire–Brittany River Basin, and its adaptation to take into
account lowland runoff processes. A distributed parameter
(i.e., IDPR) that reflects landscape infiltration and saturation
properties is added into a revised index, ICrevised. Both the IC
and ICrevised are used in a qualitative way to compare mean
connectivity values at the watershed scale.
In this large territory characterized by diverse landscape
types, the IC reflects only the high connectivity from hillslope
to river network in steep areas while lowland areas appear to
be barely connected to the river network. In these areas where
hillslope runoff also depends on the soil saturation, a topographic index does not reflect the real sediment connectivity
induced by lithological properties. The introduction of the
IDPR in the ICrevised allowed us to consider runoff processes
both in steep and flat areas. Changes in connectivity classes
induced by this modification affected 51.5 % of the watersheds with 24.1 % of connectivity being increased corresponding to clay-dominated areas, low-permeability areas of
the granitic bedrock, and areas with shallow aquifers, and
27.4 % of connectivity being decreased in intensively
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fractured bedrock areas and karstified sedimentary formations. Our results also suggest that the IDPR cannot be directly
used in the model, but first needs to be rescaled to give more
weight to the areas characterized by each process. The addition of the IDPR values rescaled according to a sigmoid curve
has led to a severe decrease in connectivity values in certain
regions and to the reclassification of the mean connectivity
values (from low to high) of the watersheds. A new map of
hillslope connectivity is proposed. The ICrevised presents interesting perspectives to define other highly connected areas at
the country scale. Indeed, the French territory is a very contrasting landscape which has 29 % of its surface area with
slope <2 %, in which 58 % of the area has more runoff properties than infiltration ones (IDPR values >1000).
The flexibility of the IC seems very promising as it may be
able to take into account other distributed parameters such as
rainfall intensity or drain tiles. Further research is needed on
the connectivity of lowland areas, and the hillslope ICrevised
proposed in the present study should be coupled to a river
index of connectivity and to existing erosion maps (e.g.,
Cerdan et al. 2010) and compared to suspended sediment
fluxes for the same territory (Gay et al. 2014). Finally, the
choice was made to aggregate cells into larger units (watersheds). However, other divisions (e.g., Homogeneous
Response Units, Bracken et al. 2013) and administrative regions (Le Bissonnais et al. 2002) can be used to provide additional insight into (dis)connected areas according to the decision of stakeholders.
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